
 

Upcoming Events 

 

AIDA 

AUDITIONS! 
 

High School Students 
SINGING & Reading 

Monday, November 12
th
 and  

CALL BACKS  
Tuesday, November 13th  

Pick up CD‘s and information from Miss Murphy, 
Mr. Schwartz or Mrs. Dreibelbis 

 

Musical Performances: 
January 18-20, 2013 

 
 

 
 

Spring Play:  
Almost, Maine  By: James Cariani 

A Humorous and Light –hearted Look at Love… 
 

March 15-17, 2013 
 

 
 

 

 

Sleigh Bells Craft Show 

November 10, 2012  

WNHS gymnasium 

8:00 AM to 2:00 PM 
 

Sponsored by WNHS Choral Department 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
West Noble High School 

October 19-21, 2012 

Theatre33 



 
Theatre33 Presents … 

Peter Pan 
By; J.M. Barrie 

October 19-21, 2012 
 

Cast  

Amber Wilkins … The Narrator  

 **Additional Narration 

 

Darling Household 

Jocy Herrera … Nana  

Gabbie Brown … Mrs. Darling  

Max Pinkerton … John  

Joe De Luna … Michael  

Kristen Alcala ... Wendy  

Nelson Leuhrs* … Mr. Darling 

Tiffany Jaramillo … Liza** 

 

 Lost Boys 

Marcus Henderson … Peter Pan  

 River Denman*… Slightly 

Sarah Buttgen … Tootles  

Maria Carrillo ... Nibs 

Jessi Cravens …Curly 

Marco Carrizales… First Twin 

Jocy Herrera … Second Twin  

 

Pirates 

Eduardo Aranda ... Captain Hook 

Nelson Leuhrs* ... Smee** 

Kelsi Davidson … Gentleman Starkey** 

Christina Coates … Cecco**  

Sammy Coates… Bill Jukes**   

Tiffany Jaramillo … Cookson**   

Brenna Shull … Mullins**  

Bailey Kruger … Noodler**   

 
Indians 

Maria Xique … Tiger Lily  

Alexis Alcala … Panther 

 

Additional Fairies, Pirates, Indians and Mermaids … 

Alexis Alcala, Gabbie Brown, Christina Coates, 

Sammy Coates, Kaeli Hart, Brittany Hopkins, 

Tiffany Jaramillo, Bailey Kruger, Beth Lee,   

Brenna Shull and Maria Xique 

 

 

 

Past  

Theatre33  

Productions 

 

Those Wild West Women 1999 

Our Town 2000 

Once Upon a Mattress 2000 

Stage Door 2000 

The Three Musketeers 2001 

Hello, Dolly! 2001 

Steel Magnolias 2001 

The King and I 2001 

The Importance of Being Earnest 2002 

Waking Up: An Endangered Species 2002 

The Outsiders 2002 

Meet Me in St. Louis 2002 

Pirates! 2003 

The Wizard of Oz 2003 

The Miracle Worker 2004 

Noises Off 2004 

SUGAR! 2004 

Waking Up: An Endangered Species II 2005 

M*A*S*H 2005 

You Can't Take It With You 2005 

War of the Worlds 2005 

Mousetrap 2005 

Animal Farm 2006 

Cinderella 2006 

Crazy for You 2006 

Talking With 2007 

A Midsummer Night‘s Dream 2007 

Blood Wedding 2007 

The Sound of Music 2008 

Faith County 2008 

Arsenic and Old Lace 2009 

The Trojan Women 2009 

Waking Up: An Endangered Species III 2009 

Scapino!  2009 

You‘re A Good Man, Charlie Brown 2010 

Much Ado About Nothing 2010 

The Man Who Came to Dinner 2010 

Seussical 2011 

Four One Act Plays: 

Alarms, Shirley Valentine, Sure Thing &  

The Bald Soprano 2011 

Romeo & Juliet 2011 

The 25
th

 Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee 2012 

Tartuffe 2012 

Peter Pan 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Theatre33 Officers  

2012-2013 
President ... Nelson Luehrs*  

Vice President ... River Denman* 

Secretary ... Sarah Buttgen 

Publicity ... Amber Wilkins  

Historian ... Gabbie Brown 

Upperclassmen Representative...  

Eduardo Aranda 

Underclassmen Representative... 

Joseph De Luna 

 
*Denotes Members of Honors Theatre 

 
 
 

president’s notes 
Do we ever truly grow up? Are our childishly 

selfish or ignorant desires what drive us to do anything? 

The need to be recognized for what we achieve. The lust 

for what we do not have. The feeling that something‘s 

missing. 

The excitement and adventures that filled every 

waking moment of our childhoods haunt us, and we 

always wonder if there is enough time for just one more 

before we continue on with our mature lives 

Watching the characters in Peter Pan, however, 

another question must be asked: Is it possible to have too 

many adventures? But you have not yet set eyes upon 

these characters. So sit back, enjoy the show, see the plot 

unfurl. 

Then, answer the question. 

    Nelson Luehrs* 

     President 
 

 

stage Manager’s notes 
 From the beginning, this play was an enigma to 

me. I wondered how we would create the magical scenes 

required to make the play the best it can be. I believe we 

have accomplished this. Our cast has come together so 

perfectly and so smoothly so that we could easily recreate 

the magic of Peter Pan. Every actor has come together so 

well and worked so hard to make this play what is has 

become.  

 Since day one of my time as Stage Manager, I 

have learned that this play is very complex and that my 

job is very important. It is very time consuming and can 

sometimes be stressful; however, the reward received is 

much worth the stress I have undergone. Peter Pan has 

proven to be a great success. 

    Duffy Coyle*  

    Stage Manager 

 

The Evolution of Pan 
Peter Pan: A Retrospective Slightly Off the Mark 

Compiled by River Cy Denman 

 

The Little White Bird (1902) – An adult novel written by 

J.M. Barrie, introducing the character of Peter Pan. 

 

Peter Pan, or the Boy Who Wouldn‘t Grow Up ( 1904) – 

J.M. Barrie‘s original stage play &  his most famous work. 

 

Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens (1906) – Republished 

chapters of The Little White Bird with illustrations. 

 

Peter and Wendy (1911) – Adapted and expanded 

version of the play in novel form by J.M. Barrie 

 

Walt Disney‘s Peter Pan (1953) – The animated film 

version of J.M. Barrie‘s story. 

 

Peter Pan (1954) – The musical adaptation that evolved 

into a Broadway hit, featuring songs by Jule Styne, Betty 

Comden, and Adolf Green, with revivals starring Cathy 

Rigby and Sandy Duncan. 

 

Hook (1991) – A film starring Robin Williams in which 

an older Peter, who has completely forgotten the Never 

Land, must return to take on Hook, who has kidnapped 

his two children. The film grossed nearly $120 million. 

 

Return to Neverland (2002) – A sequel to the 1953 

Disney film, set in the WWII-era, in which Wendy‘s 

daughter, Jane, is taken to Neverland by Captain Hook. 

 

Peter Pan (2003) – A live-action film adaptation starring 

Jeremy Sumpter as Peter Pan that addressed more 

romantic elements of Peter and Wendy‘s relationship. 

The film was not a financial success. 

 

Finding Neverland (2004) - A fictionalized film of how 

Barrie came to create Peter Pan starring Johnny Depp. 

 

Peter and the Starcatchers (2004-2009 series) – A series 

of novels by Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson essentially 

giving and interesting spin on the origin story of Peter Pan 

and company. Ever wonder how Hook lost his hand or 

how the Never Land was ever found? These questions 

and more are answered in this series. 

 

Peter Pan in Scarlet (2006) – The official sequel to Peter 

and Wendy by Geraldine McCaughrean in which 

Wendy, John, and most of the Lost Boys return to Never 

Land to find that Peter has taken the place of Hook. 

 

Peter and the Starcatcher (2012) – A Tony-award winning 

play adapted from the novel by Rick Elice. 

 



Honors Theatre 

 
Tom Beckner Bryan Bechtold  Joel Buchanan  

Liz Buchanan Roel Cervantes Ruben Cervantes  

Mandi Christensen Blake Corner Lindsay Corner  

Emersen Correll Nathaniel Correll Steve Cox   

Jeremy Cripe Wayne Christlieb Rachel Davidsen   

Elizabeth Davis Sarah Davis Tania De Luna 

River Denman  Amber Driscoll Amanda Eberly  

Aaron Eberly Bradly Franklin Jonathon Franks  

Marshelle Frazee Paul Frazee Megan Frick  

John Fuhrmann Rachel Gillespie Matt Grawcock  

Laura Gray Ben Grimm Katie Hagen  

Heather Hall Abby Harris Ann-Marie Herold  

DJ Hoover Chris Horan Janie Hursey  

Solomon Hursey Sydney Hursey Carlos Ibarra  

Kana Iwazawa Danielle Jacobs Nicky Johnson  

Bethany Jones Sarah Jones  Joel Leinbach  

Marie Locke Amy Lord Nelson Luehrs  

Bobbie Mace Glenn Magnus Dustin Marshall  

Trish Martin Abbi Mast Carli Mast   

Zach Miller Anna Miretti Katie Moreno  

Phillip Mossburg Amanda Musser Emily Myers  

Amanda Newland Justin Noelle Tanner O‘Brien  

Katie Owens Kayla Peterson Angela Pinkerton  

Elisabeth Powell Jessie Reeder Brandon Replogle  

Vic Replogle Elizabeth Schlemmer Erin Schmidt  

Candice Schrock Norma Serrano Daniel Shaw  

Eric Shearer Mitch Sprague Sonyia Sprague  

Anthony Smith Matt Smith Jillian Stansell  

Travis Stoner  Adam Storms Racheal Stump  

Ray Stump Chris Swank Stacey Taggart  

Kristen Terry Cassie Tevis  Chris Tiedeman  

Natalia Tobiasova  Chris VanFleet Ellen Van Helgelsom   

Brianna Walton  Caleb Wilson  Sidney Weade   

Brian Wesson Amanda Whitehurst  Maddy Powell  

 

   

New Inductees   
*Duffy Coyle 
   
 

 Theatre33 Members who go above and beyond 

minimal participation may be invited by the Sponsor to 

be a Member of Honors Theatre. Membership is based 

on work ethic, attitude and dedication. To be considered 

for Honors Theatre, a T33 member: 

 Must have been on stage as an actor or actress at least 

once. 

 Must have worked in a technical capacity. 

 Must have worked behind the scenes in a leadership 

capacity. 

 Must demonstrate dedication and excel in 

participation. 

 Must have attended work sessions. 

 Must embody the Spirit and Vision of Theatre33. 

 

Inductees receive a Theatre33 Honors Key and his or her 
name in the program for all Theatre33 productions. 

 

 

 

Crew 
Director ... Cliff I. Schwartz* 

Assistant Director ... Amy B. Dreibelbis* 
Stage Manager ...  Duffy Coyle* 

Assistant Stage Manager and Gopher … Hailey Hill 

House Manager … Ali Garza 
Sound … Lane Leitch & James Adcox 

Lights … Wes Hicks 

Tech Crew … Keegan Buchtel, Kody Leitch  

& Alan Luehrs 

Hair & Make-up …Yari Barrientos, 

Anna Buttgen & Tessa Hartman 

Additional Crew … Tiffany Byers, Valerie Carrizales, 

Tessa Hartman, Olivia Hershman, Katie Hicks,  

Maddie Leatherman, Janelle Miller, Ben Powell,  

Payton Ritter, April Stryker, Ashlyn Stump  

& Brittany Pyle 

 

Setting 
 

ACT I. The Nursery 

ACT II. The Never Land 

ACT III. The Mermaid‘s Lagoon 

ACT IV. The home under the ground 

ACT V.  

SCENE 1. The Pirate Ship 

SCENE 2. The Nursery 
 

There will be one 15 minute intermission after Act II 

 

 

Special Thanks 
Dennis VanDuyne, Greg Baker, Amanda Nine, Mike Burke, 

WNSC Board of Education, Rhonda Cunningham,  

Lori Phares, Tom Schermerhorn, Jim Best, WN Print Shop, 

Gary Mast, Carl Coffman, John Golden, Jerome Choinski, 

Carol Minier, Kathy Boyle, Tod LeCount, Rhea Dice,  

Sarah Bollet, Linda McAdams, Bob Buttgen,  

ABC Embroidery, Ace Hardware, Big C Lumber, Ligonier 

Subway, Bob Wysong Chevrolet, El Paraiso Supermarket,  

Joy LeCount, Albion New Era,  Sharon Franks, Kristy Wilkins, 

Sharon Henderson, Julie Buttgen, Karen & Howard Luehrs, 

Maricela Carillo Najera & Marti Carillo, Amy & Dana Brown, 

Erica & Jeff Shull, Janet & Greg Pinkerton, Sara & McArthur 

Davidson, Felicia Coyle, Yesenia Mendez & Jorge Jaramillo, 

Michelle Coates, Vicky Coats, Karen & Colby Denman, Patty  

& Steve Schwartz, Brent Dreibelbis, Tom  & Michelle Hague, 

Amanda Shoemaker and the Color Guard, Carol Mathew, 

Carnie Speakman, Cathy Petrie,  Deanna Strombeck, Jessica 

Bontrager and the Spanish Club, Holly Blunk, Richard Rooker 

and  Patty Surface.  

And especially, the Drama Mommas and Poppas 

who give us rides home and bring us food! 

Thanks to all the T33 alums who pop in to check on us at 

rehearsals and to help us on Saturdays –  

we hope we make you proud!   

 



Diatribe 
 It can be argued that the best stories are those 

that are so universal that they can be translated, adapted, 

and beloved by people beyond the author‘s original 

targeted audience.  One great example is Cinderella, a 

story that can be adapted to any culture.  

 Good plays share this trait because they possess 

the ability to be adapted and interpreted to suit modern 

audiences despite when and where and for whom the play 

was written.  Theatre33 has been lucky to perform 

Shakespeare and Greek tragedy; plays written so long ago 

that one would think they no longer have relevance, in 

ways that have been original, organically envisioned, and 

educational for our students and our audiences.  We have 

continued that trend with J.M. Barrie's Peter Pan by 

choosing to embody the simplicity of the story through 

the make believe of childhood rather than fancy (and 

unnecessarily expensive) theatrical special effects.  In fact, 

I believe our version is much more theatrical because it 

asks the audience to think differently about a story that 

they believe they already know.   

 Yet, by studying this play and by creating the 

vision for our production we have discovered that there 

are many aspects of the story that are forgotten or 

ignored.  It has some interesting commentary on the 

dangers of NOT growing up, although its author‘s clever 

language enchantingly captures a child‘s view of the world 

that appears to value eternal innocence.  The fear of 

growing old, nostalgia for simpler and happier times, and 

the ever-looming specter of death (represented by the 

crocodile as time ticks closer and closer to the inevitable) 

make the idea of a boy who refuses to grow up a 

welcomed laugh in the face of time.  Peter, in his refusal 

to grow up, seems to be the embodiment of the ―fountain 

of youth‖ quest that has been sought by mankind since 

time immemorial.   

 But Barrie chooses to capture the joy and 

imaginative gymnastics of youth in Peter while 

condemning him to a life never truly lived.  Suffering is 

what helps us as humans to relate to each other.  Peter 

escapes suffering – a welcomed thought (just ask Hamlet) 

- yet also escapes having family, lasting friendships, 

relationships of any kind, and even memories good or 

bad. 

 Barrie suggests that we in our fragileness, 

fallibility, and mortality may long for the innocence of our 

youths, but we can confidently step into the crocodile‘s 

jaws knowing that we have lived.  It‘s fun to image epic 

battles with pirates and Indians, chasing after elusive 

mermaids, and flying above the treetops.  But fantasy 

should add to our experience of life, not become our 

experience.  As the author poses in the end of the play: 

―To live would be an awfully big adventure.‖  

  

 

 

Jocy Herrera- Nana and twin– (Maricela & Martin Herrera) 

Jocy has been in T33 since the start of her freshman year. She 

has learned many lessons, laughed many times, and had tons of 

fun with her cast mates. This year she has not only met fun 

people, but met funny characters. She says it‘s a really huge 

privilege to be in Theatre33, and she is thankful for her 

directors and cast mates!  

 

Wes Hicks –Lights - (Melinda & Clyde Hicks) This is Wes‘ 

second year in the Tech Booth for T33 and we are so glad to 

have him!  There are dozens of intricate light changes and Wes 

is an artist with the light board. Keep up the good work and 

make the Techie legends proud!  We love you Wes! 

 

Bailey Kruger –Noodler- (Teri & Parrish Kruger) After a year 

and counting of saying ―Yes, I‘m Mrs. Kruger‘s daughter‖ she 

decided to make a name for herself, even if the name is 

Noodler. She wanted to get more involved in Theatre33. She 

thought, considering the fact that she loves the show Peter Pan, 

she might as well try out and get a part! She got a pirate, which 

turned into a cuckoo clock clucking six times as well. Bailey is a 

beast at work sessions and she packs some heat with a staple 

gun! Thanks for being a girl worth twenty boys! We love you! 

 

Amber Wilkins –The Narrator- (Daniel & Kristy Wilkins) 

Amber has been with us since 8
th

 grade year. She has played a 

bird-girl, a snooty bailiff, and other various parts for Romeo & 

Juliet. Her first large role was the shy Olive Ostrovsky. Amber 

enjoys helping out at work sessions making the sets, and doing 

random crafty jobs. She has enjoyed the challenge that being 

The Narrator has presented. Amber would like to thank her 

parents for their constant love and support they have shown 

her.  Great job as a leader on and off stage Wamber!  

 

Maria Xique – Tiger Lily/ Pirate – (Bartola Sanchez & Pedro 

Xique) Maria plays Tiger Lily and a Pirate in this fabulous play! 

She also loves to read and watch Scooby Doo. You may have 

most recently seen her marching up and down the bleachers in 

the rain at Homecoming pedaling items from the T33 Bake 

Sale. Maria is an extremely driven and hardworking lady and 

we are so lucky to have her in T33! You rock! 

 

 

Freshpersons - 

Alexis Alcala–Panther, Pirate, Mermaid – (Natasha & Jose 

Alcala) Alexis has done a fabulous job with her first T33 show! 

She fits right in with all the silly, fun-loving Theatre33 folks!  

We are so glad she is a part of Pan! Great job & Break a Leg! 

 

Kelsi Davidson – Gentleman Starkey - (Sara & McArthur 

Davidson) Kelsi Davidson is a girl who loves doing theatre. She 

has been involved in The Wizard of Oz and Seussical . She's 

been having a great time at work sessions and hopes for an even 

better time in T33 the rest of the year. (If that‘s even possible ;) 

 

Brittany Hopkins  – Indian/Mermaid/Pirate - (Heather Smith & 

Perry Hopkins) She is a freshman and is excited to be in her 

first performance! She would like to thank her mom for always 

picking her up from rehearsal.  Brittany has been a maniac with 

a paint brush and we love having her in T33! Great Job!  

 



Hailey Hill– Assistant SM & Gopher- (Crystal Rogers)  

In Hailey‘s first year of T33 Hailey would like to thank her 

Grandmother for letting her join in on this awesome 

experience. She takes pride saying she is part of such an 

astonishing group, and she thoroughly enjoys being the gopher. 

She‘d also like to thank her friends for encouraging her to join, 

and she hopes to be a part of Theatre33 for more years to 

come! Hailey is the woman behind – or under – much of the 

magic of Pan! A million Thanks for all you have done! XOXO 

 

Beth Lee– Pirate/Mermaid – (Jennifer Lee) Beth has worked 

super hard and has even toughed it out with a foot injury from 

moving the set.  We hope you have had fun with your first T33 

show and we look forward to more! Great Job! Break a leg!  

 

Kody Leitch– crew - (Craig & Michele Leitch) Kody has been 

super helpful running errands, manning the spot and chasing 

D‘s kids. Thanks for your hardwork and dedication! Great Job! 

Alan Luehrs – crew - (Karen & Howard Leuhrs) This is Alan‘s 

first year of T33. He greatly enjoys working with such an 

awesome group of people. He would also like to give a special 

thanks to Hailey Hill for inviting him to help out!   

 

Max Pinkerton– John - (Greg & Janet Pinkerton) Max is a T33 

veteran from Sound of Music, and we are glad to have him on 

stage again!  Great job on stage at at work sessions! Break a leg! 

 

Brittney Pyle – crew - (Joanna & Chris Pyle) Brittany started 

coming to rehearsals in September and helped out whenever 

she was needed! She enjoys coming and helping out, and also 

enjoys the people. Brittany is a computer-copy-machine-

collating Goddess! Thank you so much for your attention to 

detail and your ability to multi-task! You are amazing! 

 

Brenna Shull – Mullins - (Jeff & Ericka Shull) Brenna, a 

freshman, has truly enjoyed being the pirate ‗Mullins‘. She even 

enjoys the warm ups done everyday before they start rehearsal. 

(Even if they make her feel weird, and breathless). She would 

like to thank everyone in Theatre for making her first time an 

amazing one! 

 

 

 

Additional Crew – 
…and all ushers and concession workers not mentioned: 

 

 Yari Barrientos, Keegan Buchtel, Anna Buttgen, Tiffany Byers, 

Tessa Hartman, Olivia Hershman, Katie Hicks, Maddie 

Leatherman, Janelle Miller, Ben Powell, Payton Ritter , April 

Stryker and Ashlyn Stump 

 

We appreciate all the help, and all the people it takes to 

produce a play! Thank you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cliff’s notes 

 One of my greatest joys in the theatre is creating 

the concept for a show.  This means that as directors and 

designers we make certain choices about how to express 

themes in the text of the play.  And that is why each 

production of any play is a brand new experience.  I‘ve 

seen ―Into the Woods‖ performed at two different 

universities, two different high schools, at a summer 

program run by the Wagon Wheel in Warsaw for high 

school students, and in Central Park in NYC with some 

Broadway professionals.  Every time, I‘ve been astounded 

by the originality of that particular production.  Each 

group interpreted the play in its own way and brought out 

aspects of the story I had never thought about before.   

This is what I love about the theatre and why it‘s so sad 

that producers are resorting to adapting well-known films 

just to get people in the seats.  It used to be the other way 

round!   

  Ok, I‘m not trying to complain, but I am 

choosing to make this point because ―Peter Pan‖ was 

originally a play.  It has since been adapted into a novel 

(by the author),  a stage musical, a Disney film, and 

several spin-offs; not to mention lots of allusions and 

references in other books, plays, films, and T.V. shows.  

Think about the pressure on us for this play!  Everyone 

coming will have some expectations, some pre-existing 

vision.  In fact, whenever someone has heard what we will 

be performing the first questions has always been, ―So, is 

Peter going to fly?‖  The obvious answer is ―yes‖, but it‘s 

difficult explaining how without living up to that person‘s 

specific expectation.   

  But that‘s ok!  We have confidence in our 

interpretation of the show.  No matter what our limits are 

in terms of space or money or time, our concept will 

express the originality, ingenuity, and creativity of our cast 

and crew.  This will truly be an experience you‘ve never 

had even if you know and love what you are about to see. 

  What should you expect?  Expect to be caught up in a 

story you‘ve never heard before.  Even if that isn‘t true, 

you‘ll discover things you never knew were there.   

 It‘s been a lot of fun telling this tale with an 

enthusiastic group of students.  Sit back and enjoy the 

story as it is brought to life by Theatre33 and by YOUR 

imagination.       

  

   Thank you! 

      Cliff Schwartz 

 

 

 



Cast Bios 

Seniors – 

James Adcox – Sound - (Ana & James Adcox) - James has been 

awesome leading the crew in the booth. Way back in Wizard of 

Oz, James was a Flying Monkey, and now is an awesome 

Techie! Thanks for all your help  James! You‘re great! 

 

Gabbie Brown –Mrs. Darling, Indian, and Pirate- (Amy & 

Dana Brown) Gabbie has been in T33 productions since her 

freshman year. You've seen her in You're A Good Man, 

Charlie Brown, Seussical, and most recently as Mariane in 

Tartuffe. Her favorite part of practice for this production is 

Slightly's door which has a tunnel between Mordor and the 

Never Land. She would like to thank her parents for putting up 

with her long absences because of rehearsal and her little 

brother for not complaining when he had to ride the bus. 

 

Duffy Coyle* – Stage Manager- (Teresa & Timothy Weber) – 

Duffy has been a part of Theatre33 since 7
th

 grade. He has been 

a part of two plays in his middle school career and several so far 

in his high school career. Duffy has learned that it takes a lot of 

hard work and coffee to make things run smoothly. He would 

like to thank his parents and friends for all their help and 

support.  Great job as SM and welcome to Honors Theatre! 

 

River Cy Denman* - Slightly - (Colby and Karen Denman) 

This will be River's tenth show with Theatre33. His favorite 

shows include Scapino!, You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown, 

The Bald Soprano, and Romeo and Juliet, in which he played 

Romeo, his favorite role. River is now a senior, which means a 

lot of growing up is on the horizon. What better opportunity to 

understand growing up than to explore his inner child in Peter 

Pan. This show has been an interesting experience, with 

"Ermahgerd", hiding under a ramp, and many Game of 

Thrones references with Marcus. River is looking forward to a 

fantastic year filled with many old and new faces. He would also 

like to say thank you to the newbies in T33 and how impressed 

he is by them. "Stick with it! The friends I've made here are 

ones who I can't help but appreciate. You won't be sorry for 

joining our crazy, dramatic 'family'!" It has been great watching 

River grow up over the years! Break a leg! 

 

Ali Garza – House Manager - (Teresa & Abel Garza) Ali has 

been on stage for us in Much Ado, The Man and Four Plays.  

Ali has the magical talent of showing up at just the right 

moment to fix something or to make something better! Ali is an 

organizational goddess and we are so lucky to have her in T33! 

 

Nelson Luehrs* –Smee/Mr. Darling – (Karen & Howard 

Luehrs) Nelson has been a part of Theatre33 since his 

freshman year. He has appeared in a multitude of plays 

including Seussical the Musical as The Cat in the Hat,  and has 

even performed at the Wagon Wheel in a program for ―Rising 

Stars.‖ He is very excited about this play and hopes that 

everybody breaks a leg! Nelson is also doing a fabulous job as 

T33 President this year! Thank you for all of your dedication 

and hard work! Nelson is a machine at the work sessions, a 

mastermind at construction and a maniac in high heels! We are 

so proud of all you do for WNHS and T33! Break a leg! 

 

 

Juniors –  

Kristen Alcala– Wendy - (Meredith & Greg Franks) Kristen is 

brand new to Theatre33. She was surprised and delighted to 

find that she landed the role of Wendy, and was ready to do 

her best! She would like to thank her parents and family for the 

support and encouragement during this exciting experience. 

She is glad to be a part of the T33 family and can‘t wait to be a 

part of more productions! Great job Kristen and Break a leg! 

 

Eduardo Aranda – Hook - (Lilia Torres & Felipe Aranda)- 

Eduardo was in The Man, Seussical, The One Act plays, 

Romeo & Juliet and Tartuffe. Eduardo is full of music, art and 

enthusiasm. It is safe to assume that if he is missing then he is 

playing the piano in the choir room. Eduardo was the artist 

behind the drawings of the coloring contest as well as details on 

the set. Great job on stage and off!  We are so proud of you! 

 

Sarah Buttgen – Tootles - (Julie & Bob Buttgen) - This is 

Sarah's second time being on stage. You may have recognized 

her as the clumsy, sleepy maid in Tartuffe last spring, or maybe 

she handed you a program and sweetly smiled as an usher last 

year. Sarah would like to thank her parents for being her 

chauffeurs when she needs them and for supporting her. 

Sarah‘s favorite memory from the show is crowding under 

wooden ramps with nine other people. Awesome job and 

awesome attitude Sarah!  We love having you in Theatre33! 

 

Valerie Carrizales – crew - (Eva Carrizales & Juan Pedroza) 

Valerie is the oldest and only daughter of her parents. Peter 

Pan is her first play. She had no knowledge or understanding of 

theatre until she joined this year. With each warm-up at 

practice, Valerie has found that her confidence has gone up. As 

a crew member, Valerie has run up and around to help make 

Peter Pan as magical as it is. She would love to thank her 

parents for their patience whenever she got home late from 

practice. Valerie would love to thank directors Schwartz and 

Dreibelbis for their encouraging expectations. Great job and 

thank you for all the details you have made happen! 

 

Jessi Cravens –Curly - (Nancy & Wolferd Cravens) Jessi would 

love to thank her wonderful grandparents, who would 

sometimes pick her up from rehearsal, take her home for 

dinner then drive her back to school for cheerleading.  Jessi has 

helped out with T33 off and on between sports and school 

since her freshman year, this is her first time on stage and she is  

nervous. Jessi would also like to give a gigantic thanks to those 

fantabulous theatre members and directors, D and Schwartz, 

who always welcomed (and tolerated) her. We love you Pickle! 

 

Kaeli Hart – Pirate/Indian- (Jennifer Lee) Kaeli says, ―I am so 

happy that I joined T33 because you can basically come right, 

in and fit in perfectly.‖ Great job and we are proud of how 

much you have learned! We are glad you are a part of Pan and 

Theatre33! Have fun and Break a leg! 

 

Marcus Henderson-Peter Pan - (Sharon Henderson & Brian 

Hite) – This is Marcus‘ third performance, and his first lead 

role! Marcus‘ first role was Benvolio in Romeo & Juliet and 

then Damis in Tartuffe. Marcus is very excited for this play. He 

would like to thank all of his friends in T33 for being so 

awesome, but he would like to thank the Directors‘ the most for 

this amazing opportunity!  Great job! We are so proud of you! 



Tiffany Jaramillo –Liza– (Yesenia Mendez & Jorge Jaramillo) 

Tiffany performed in Romeo & Juliet and Tartuffe. She‘s super 

excited for everyone to see this amazing production. She wants 

to thank her mom for putting up with this hectic schedule. She 

hopes the audience has a blast as they become young again and 

soar with us through the Neverlands! Great job Tiffany! 

 

Lane Leitch – Sound - (Craig & Michele Leitch) Lane has been 

helping out with Tech the last few years, and just cannot break 

his addiction to T33! We are so lucky to have Lane‘s 

willingness to fix things or chase a toddler around! Great job! 

 

 

 

Sophomores -   

Maria Carrillo– Nibs (Maria Hernandez) - Maria is not a 

newbie to T33. She has been in the crew and then in some 

productions. It started out with Romeo & Juliet, where she was 

a Watchman. When she wasn‘t on stage, she was in the back 

helping out. In Tartuffe, Maria was once again a cop. She has 

learned to paint at an alarmingly fast rate, she‘s learned to 

remember things at a fast rate, and also how to build sets! She 

has made many new friends and has had to see some of them 

go. But their memories are still here! She thinks that T33 has 

made life a lot more bearable, and of course so much more 

fun! Thanks for your energy and dedication! You Rock! 

 

Marco Carrizales – First Twin - (Maria & Jariel Carrizales) This 

is Marco‘s first play ever as well as his first time in theatre. He 

has helped with the reanactment of the Stone family at Stone‘s 

Trace and in a couple of work sessions. He is now a supporting 

chacter in Peter Pan. Thanks to his cousin Valerie for getting 

him involved in T33. He claims, ―I joined theater to pursue an 

acting career.‖ He enjoys rehearsing lines and taping scenes, for 

TV shows, and maybe even movies. Happy Birthday Marco! 

 

Sammy Coates –Bill Jukes- (Michelle Coates) Sammy stars in 

her first theatre production as a mean and ruthless pirate with 

no worry or cares. She is known as Bill Jukes who is loved by 

all her shipmates.  She is also known as Sally by her beloved 

directors for her awesome job at Stone‘s Trace! Thanks for 

your energy, enthusiasm and muscles!  You are awesome Sally! 

 

Christina Coats – Cecco - (Vicki & Andy Coats) Christina 

performed in the wonderful, Wizard of Oz and she helped at 

Scene Camp last year. She wants to thank her parents for 

running to and from Theatre and Dance in her busy schedule.  

Great job on and off stage Christina! We love your dedication 

and crafty skills! Thanks for your smile and energy! We are so 

lucky to have you in T33! Have a blast and Break a Leg! 

 

Joe De Luna –Michael- (Maria Serrato & Juan De Luna ) This 

is Joe‘s first time on stage! He was involved in last year‘s 

Tartuffe. He helped our awesome techies and decided to stay 

for another year! Now he‘s a supporting character in this 

current show, Peter Pan. A big thanks goes to last year‘s senior, 

Amber Driscoll for encouraging him to get involved with our 

group! Joe‘s hopeful future is to be a director himself one day; 

so T33 is a helpful experience to prepare him for the rigorous 

process of putting on a show!  Great job and Break a Leg! 

 

 

assistant direCtor’s notes 

Complexes, Dilemmas and Syndromes, Oh, 

my!  Peter Pan is a psychological playground with a 

plethora of disorders associated with the various 

characters.  Books, studies and articles have been 

written about many of them. 

There is the Peter Pan Syndrome —

references appeared in both ―Time Magazine‖ and 

―Readers‘ Digest‖ in the last week—for men who 

refuse to grow up. These Peter-Pan-type characters 

want to remain forever in a state of carefree 

immaturity. This syndrome manifests itself in women 

as well as men, especially with all of our toys, our 

gadgets and our quest for the fountain of youth. 

The Wendy Dilemma is for those women 

who waste their time trying to change those Peter 

Pans in their lives. The Wendys want to help and 

mother the Peter Pans; however, being overly 

mothering does not help—rather it hinders—the  

Peter Pan from ever growing up. 

Also interesting is the Madonna Complex for 

those Peter Pans who love those Wendys but only in 

a platonic, motherly way.  In choosing to never grow 

up, Peter Pan sacrifices any real relationship. 

We could say that these characters are all 

flawed and imperfect. We could say that theatre 

people are all a little crazy and imperfect. We could 

say that about all of us and about life. A play like 

Peter Pan allows us to ―hold as t‘were a mirror up to 

nature‖ and examine our selves and examine life. It 

allows us to think about how we all fit together, work 

together and grow together no matter how imperfect 

and flawed we may be. 

Peter Pan has something for all of us and for 

all ages – imagination and adventure and romance 

and camaraderie and psychology.  The many aspects 

of ―Peter Pan‖ are all woven together just like the 

diverse group that makes up Theatre33, which also 

has something for everyone. It takes a complex 

variety of skills and personalities to do what we do. 

We feel so lucky and blessed for each person who is 

a part of Theatre33. 

Thank you to the Wendys and Peter Pans we 

know, to the mothers and fathers we love, and my 

husband and children who put up with all our 

complexes.  
 

 

   XOXOXOXOX, D 


